
What To Expect
When Renovating

Your Concrete
Swimming Pool

A General Guideline To Your Upcoming Project



After choosing your materials and our office calls you with an
estimated start date, make sure that your driveway is clear and

accessible to our workers to avoid any damage to your lawn.
There is also the possibility of dust during our restoration, so be
sure to close any windows and doors that might let the dust into

your home.

Preparation

Plastering

Plastering is a project that is WEATHER DEPENDENT. Once the
temperature is consistently warm enough and the forecast does
not call for rain for several days, the project can begin. Once the

pool is plastered, it immediately begins filling with water. Plaster
payment as indicated on your contract is due at this time. The

pool must be brushed and chemicals must be closely monitored
for two weeks (see contract). During this time the pool water may

appear cloudy, this is normal. As plaster cures there is a cream
that rises to the surface and irregularities are to be expected.
When the pool is up and running everything will even out in

color and the aggregate will be exposed.



Leave Us A Review

on our Angie's List, Houzz, or Google accounts. Feel free to tag us
when you post your finished backyard on your Facebook or

Instagram profiles and we will mention you on our accounts as
well! You can find direct links to all of these on our website.

Tiling and  Coping

Some materials are delivered unfinished. We fabricate our coping
stones on site- after the stones are placed they are bullnosed and
the seams are evened. Any naturally occurring holes in the stones
will be filled in once placed. If your spa wall is filled in because of
the pouring of the bond beam, it will be cut out after the pour has
cured (we use this method to strengthen the structure and ensure

longevity for your new spa wall). If your patio is not completely
level with the coping before renovation, we must maintain the

level of the patio so we can match the level of the new coping to
sit exactly the same against the patio.


